VANDAL ACE RATES BERTH ON BOHLER'S ALL-PACIFIC COAST CONFERENCE FIVE
Frank McMillen, Idaho Forward, Chosen As W.A.C. Athlete of the Year. IS ALSO HIGH SCORER
Two California E. Wes, USC Washington, and Duke's Burrows Included Among Team Announced By Branch McCollough, W.A.C. Commissioner.
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By Becoming the highest rated team in the W.A.C. Conference, Frank McMillen has assured himself a berth on Branch McCollough's all-Pacific Coast Conference five. The team, announced officially by B. Paul McCollough, W.A.C. commissioner, was composed from the University of Washington, California, USC, Washington, Duke and Oregon players, in addition to McMillen. The Idaho forward, according to McCollough's estimate, is the best high school player in the country. He was the only Idaho player to be included in the Big Five, and it is expected that when McCollough's official all-Washington team is announced, McMillen's name will be included on the list.
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B. Paul McCollough, W.A.C. commissioner, announced the All-Pacific Coast Conference five on Tuesday, officially. The announcement is

1. Seattle, Washington
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3. Washington, E. Rogers
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to the University of Washington, California, USC, Washington, Duke and Oregon players, in addition to McMillen. The Idaho forward, according to McCollough's estimate, is the best high school player in the country. He was the only Idaho player to be included in the Big Five, and it is expected that when McCollough's official all-Washington team is announced, McMillen's name will be included on the list.
Hastie Dillon, Here From Far Away. India, was Once Shocked by J. S. "Short Skirt"

"What a delicious explosion," said the local Short Skirt, adding in a moment of excitement, "I think I shall never forget it!"

"What made you come out of the party line after so many years?" asked the interviewer.

"Oh, yes," said the Short Skirt, "after my graduation from the college where I studied literature, I went into business for myself. I soon found that I was able to make a good living, and that I enjoyed the freedom that comes with it."

"What has been your greatest challenge in life?"

"That's easy," said the Short Skirt, "the challenge has been to stay ahead of the fashions. But I have been able to do it, and I am confident that I will continue to do so in the future."

"What is your current project?"

"I am working on a new line of short skirts, which I hope will be very popular. It is a challenge to create something that is both fashionable and practical, but I am confident that I will succeed."

"What advice would you give to young women who are just starting out in business?"

"I would advise them to be confident and to believe in themselves. They should not be afraid to take risks and to try new things. They should always be ready to learn and to adapt to new situations."

"What is your greatest source of inspiration?"

"My greatest inspiration is always the fashion world," said the Short Skirt, "I find it fascinating and ever-changing, and I am always moved by the new designs and styles that come out every season."

"What do you think of the current trend towards shorter skirts?"

"I think it is a great trend," said the Short Skirt, "it allows women to feel more free and comfortable. It is also a great opportunity to express one's personality through fashion."

"What do you think of the future of fashion?"

"I believe that the future of fashion will continue to be exciting and diverse," said the Short Skirt, "I am sure that there will always be new trends and styles that will capture the imagination of the public. I am looking forward to seeing what the next season will bring."

"Thank you for your time, Mrs. Short Skirt. We wish you every success with your new line of short skirts."

"Thank you," said the Short Skirt, "it has been a pleasure to talk to you. Goodbye."
Dear Edith,

I am writing to express my concern about the recent events at the university. It seems that there have been some misunderstandings between the students and the administration. I believe that open communication and mutual respect are essential for a healthy university environment.

I have spoken with several students who feel that their voices are not being heard. They are especially concerned about the recent budget cuts and the impact they will have on academic programs and student services.

I would like to suggest that we schedule a meeting with the university president to discuss these issues. I believe that your presence would add credibility and weight to the students' concerns.

I look forward to hearing your thoughts on this matter.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
# Houses Draw for Visiting Teams

S. A. E. Gets Postseason Schedule

Based on the results in the previous game, the visiting team has been drawn for the S. A. E. Tournament. The schedule includes teams from various local colleges. The exact days and times are to be announced

## State Tournament Schedule

**Thursday, January 11**
1. S. A. E. vs. B. M. C. in the K. R. R. at 2:30 p.m.
2. S. B. M. vs. C. H. in the P. S. B. at 2:30 p.m.
3. T. E. M. vs. R. A. in the H. R. S. at 2:30 p.m.
4. G. K. D. vs. F. L. W. in the P. S. M. at 2:30 p.m.

**Friday, January 12**
1. S. A. E. vs. B. M. C. in the K. R. R. at 2:30 p.m.
2. S. B. M. vs. C. H. in the P. S. B. at 2:30 p.m.
3. T. E. M. vs. R. A. in the H. R. S. at 2:30 p.m.
4. G. K. D. vs. F. L. W. in the P. S. M. at 2:30 p.m.

**Saturday, January 13**
1. S. A. E. vs. B. M. C. in the K. R. R. at 2:30 p.m.
2. S. B. M. vs. C. H. in the P. S. B. at 2:30 p.m.
3. T. E. M. vs. R. A. in the H. R. S. at 2:30 p.m.
4. G. K. D. vs. F. L. W. in the P. S. M. at 2:30 p.m.

## Fresh Olave Irish Snake Charmers' Festival with Green Deer Decoration

By Eddie Warren

In Pictures... With the help of Olave Irish Snake Charmers, the Fresh Olave Irish Snake Charmers’ Festival with Green Deer Decoration is set to take place this weekend. The festival promises to be a lively event with traditional Irish dance and music performances. The Olave Irish Snake Charmers will lead the festivities, creating a festive atmosphere for all attendees.

## TAXI

Get the Habit

Ride in a BLUE CAB

Phone 3501

Pre-Easter Sale

of Dedeale "Repetto"

BEAUTIFUL SILK STOCKINGS

Formerly $1.25

For This Sale Only

$1.50

-Spring Shelves-Bergerie, Crooms, Cock-tail, Caprice, Ping-Pong, Rosco, Shadow

The Famous Water Repellent Hose

The Parisian

He coughed...

...the Villain!

and the love scene had to be taken all over!

##/control text

Madge Bellamy explains the growing popularity of Old Golds in Hollywood

"The 'hears' in a movie can easily become so popular. So if they cough a lot, it's always the same. A cough isn't ever tiresome, but when it is interwoven with a love scene, it's a problem!"

"The high cost of movie work makes smoking a vital relaxation. We don't break with Old Golds."
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